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the daily
Captain Kevin Bernier leads a young Maine team to a 7-11 record in
Florida over spring break. See special baseball issue, page 5. (Storey photo)
A call for protest 
Lawyer urges discussion
on Nicaraguan conflict
By Debra Davenport
'Staff Writer
A former attorney for Student Legal
Services who recently visited
Nicaragua said in an interview last
week- he is disappointed that UMO
goes not have a strong movenient to
protest U.S. policy in Nicaragua,
which he says is analogous to Vietnam.
Russ Christensen, a Bangor lawyer
who developed and directed student
Legal Services until 1978, said the
United States' opposition to the nearly
three-year-old Sandinista government
in Nicaragua has "nothing to do with
democracy."
Christensen said he would like to
see a strong movement on college
campuses to protest U.S. policy in
Nicaragua because he believes the
strong anti-Vietnam movements were
at least partially responsible for U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam.
However, he said he does not
entirely blame students for their
silence.
"I know the students on that (UMO)
campus,"„he said. "I worked there for
four year's. I don't think the students
are apathetic. I think it's as much the
fablt of the leftists that, we're not
finding a way-to open a dialogue with
them."
Christensen was one of 22 members
of Democratic Socialists of America
who visited Nicaragua for one week in
January.
He said the American -Pine is given
a "false image" of the situation in
Nicaragua, and that U.S. policy in
Nicaragua protects U.S. economic
interests in that country, but is "not in
the interests of most Americans."
The United States is regarded as
"the big bully to the north," he said.
"A lot is made here of the fact that
the Sandinistas haven't yet called
elections, but if you recall our own
history, it was 10 years before we
called the first election. Even then,
only land-owners were allowed to vote.
Elections were not for women, blacks
or minorities."
During his trip, Christensen had an
opportunity to interview the U.S.
ambassanor to Nicaragua.
"It was the only interview where we
were not permitted to use t4pe
recorders," he said. "I asked the
•
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By Mary Quinn
Staff Writer
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Hayes' bills face hearings;
stir trustee opposition
By Joe Ledo
Staff Writer
Public hearings ace being held in
Augusta today concerning three bills
that could affect UMO, one of which
has been called, "A real attempt to stir
up the Board of Trustees."
The hearings, which begin at 1
p.m., are being conducted by
Democrat State Sen. Kenneth Hayes
of Veazie, the chairman of the
Legislature's Education Committee
and a professor of political science at
UMO.
The three piece% of legislation are:
fork bill expanding the University of
Maine Board of Trustees to include
two tenured faculty members, only one
of whom may teach at UMO, and two
students who would serve two-year
terms.
*Creation of a commission that would
make recommendations on what
direction public higher education
should take in Maine.
*A bill changing the name of the
University of Maine at Orono to simply
the University of Maine. The
"University of Maine" would become
the "University of Maine System."
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, and- a
member of the Education Committee,
said the BOT will oppose all three
bills. He said that the bill calling for
student and faculty representation on
the BOT, introduced by Hayes. "Is a
real attempt to stir up the Board of
Trustees."
"My problem with the Hayes bill is
with faculty members being on the
BOT. Most of the faculty are either in
the union or benefit from the union
and this condition could hurt collective
bargaining.
"My amendment would put two
faculty members on the BOT but the
professors would be, from outside the
Maine system. If the faculty were from
Bowdoin or Colby they would still be
able to give the ROT a faculty
representative. That's what I want
-before I'll support the bill.
"However well intentioned Ken
Hayes is, you have to remember he
was head of the faculty union," he
said.
Hayes said he introduced the
legislation because the BOT has been
isolated from the operation of the
educational process. "The bill says to
the BOT that you have been closed
(See BOT page 3)
Bumstock gets the okay
Will coincide with Maine Day
foods. This years Bumstock has
been numbered 10 and one half. The
one half is to compensate for the
loss of power at last springs
Bumstock, preventing the
continuation of' the second half of
the festival.
This year eight bands are
performing and the BCC
Programming Board is coordinating
the barbecue. Students nub, bring
alcohol, but positive identification
is necessary and will be enforced.
(See Bumstock page 2i
• • •
Final approval for Bumstock was
received from vice president for
Student Affairs Thomas D. Aceto on
Monday. The event is scheduled to
take place on Maine Day, April 27.
Rain date is April 30.
A tradition of UMO for the
past 11 years, Bumstock is known
for its music, dance and barbecued
This year's Bumstock "101/2" will fall on Maine Day, April 27, and will
Include a traditional barbecue.
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•-••
Japanese violinist shares talents with UMO
By Deanna Brooks
Stall Writer _
The winner of the 1982 Kushiro Gold
Medal for outstanding musical
achievement will be on campus from
April 4-9 as a violin artist/teacher in.
sesidence.
Ron i Satsuki, recognized in Japan as--
an accomplished violin soloist and
teacher, will give private lessons to
music majors and minors, coach
chamber music and teach select area:
high school students during her visit.
Satsuki will conduct a public master
class on Saturday. April 9. from 9:30
a.m. until 2 p.m. in Lord Hall. The
master class will allow the public to
observe Satsuki's teaching techniques.
Satsuki will also be in recital Friday,
April 8 at 8:15 p.m. in the Lord Recital
hall. She will be accompanied by
Lillian Garwood of the UMO music
faculty.
• - Nicaragua
ambassador, 'If they held elections
tomorrow, who would win?' He said,
'There is no question, the Sandinistas
would win.' But he would not say it for
the record."
Christensen visited Nicaragua for
the first time- in 1958, and several
times after that. In an article prepared-
for the Bangor Daily News, he -
contrasted some of the conditions of
his earlier visits, during the Somoza
regime, with his recent visit.
On health care, he said: "Under the
Somozas only 23 percent of the
population would ever see a doctor or a
nurse in their lifetime. Now it is 86
percent and still climbing."
On education: "The university has
swollen from approximately 10,000
students to over 24,000 students and
the Catholic University has jumped
from 3,000 to 4,500 students.
"The literacy campaign has also
been a resounding success. A North
American who is now living in
Nicaragua told me many stories of 14-
Professor Daniel Rains of the music
department is responsible for bringing
Satsuki to UMO.
Rains said he met Satsuki while they
both were graduate students at the
University of Nebraska. He said their
friendship is one reason why Satsuki---
agreed to visit UMO. Rains said_her
visit is tieing sponsored by the Music
Department.
Rains said Satsuki is interested in
establishing her credentials while in
the United States since she may stay in
the country. He said she already "has
it made in Japan."
He said he feels fortunate that
Satsuki is still in the U.S. because she
is a talented teacher and player.
"She is a very vivacious and' --
outgoing performer arid quite7
, Americanized. She's very humble
about her playing and her abilities,"
Rains said.
Satsuki has studied at universities in
--(continued from page 1)
and 15-year-olds, members of the
educated middle class from the cities,
who had gone out into the campus to
educate the campasinos."
In the interview, Christensen said
the Sandinistas ,have cut the export of
agriculture to help feed the
Nicaraguans. and have instituted price
controls on food.
"Under Somoza, Nicaragua was an
agricultural country which could not
feed its own people," he said.
He said the country is struggling
economically, and there is evidence of
the consequences of the cut-off of U.S.
aid.
Prior to 1979, Somoza owned most of
the industry in Nicaragua. Christensen
said the now nationalized industry is
only about 70 percent functional
because "during the civil war, the
workers took over the factories, so
Somoza bombed them. Without U.S.
aid, the government is having a hard
time replacing parts in the bombed-out
factories."
Prism_Positions Available
Applications are now available for the
positions of Editor and Business Manager
of the Prism, for the school year of 1983-
1984. You may pick up your application
at 107 Lord Hall or the Prism Office in
the Memorial Union„ These are salaried
positions. Application Deadline: April
15th. Interviews: April 20th.
LE CLUB
CABARET
April 7 7:30 p.m.
Damn Yankee
Floor show by the UMO
Dance Company followed by
dancing to the jazz sounds of
"The Modern Project."
Rod Satsuki
both Japan -and the -U.S. She is
currently studying for her Artist
Diploma in Violin Performance at the
University of Cincinnati's College
Conservatory of Music.
In Japan, Satsuki studied with
Yutaka Fukumoto and Chikafumi
Miyazaki. She attended Dokkyo—,
• Bumstock
"We plan to mark students hands
according to whether or not they are
20 years old and marshalls and
policemen will be there to keep
watch of the area," Chris Bradley,
Off-Campus Board president said.
One Last Swing will open the
event at noon and bands will
perform throughout the day and
evening until 10:00 p.m. Other
•
University in Soka. Japan from 1974 to
1975 before coming to the U.S. to
continuc her education.
She received her Bachelor of Arts
degree in music in 1978 from
Randolph-Macon Women's College in
Lynchburg, Va. and her Master of
--Music in Violin Performance degree in
1981 from the University of Nebraska
in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Satsuki has been a member of many
symphonies including the Lynchburg
and Roanoke Symphony Orchestra of
Virginia the Nebraska Chamber
Orchestra, the Lincoln Symphony
'Orchestra and the Omaha Symphony -
Orchestra of Nebraska. She is
currently a member of the Sagero Trio.
She has made three solo recital tours
of Japan in recent years and will be the
featured soloist with the Nippon
Symphony Orchestra on tour of Japan
this fall.
Rains said Satsuirs visit to UMO
will be good publicity for The
university especially- lot th-t music
department. He said he would like to
see similar programming in the future.
According to Rains, Satsuki said she
wanted to involve the community and
students and that she "insisted on this
because she wanted to work with
people of different ages." 
(continual fr 41 pee _ 
bands scheduled include Anni
Clark, Marsh Island Band, Jeho-
viah's Favorite Choir, Bogus Togus,
Montage, Broken Down Palace and
Psaltery.
The OCB budgeted $2,800 for
Bumstock, but if more money is
needed, Craig Freshley, Student
Government president said that
"somehow we'll be able to come up
with the remaining amount."
Classifieds
Announcements
Income tax assistance for students, low
income, elderly and handicapped.
Wednesday, April 6: 3-5 p.m. in the 1912
room.
On Wednesday, April 6th in the Ham
Room of the UMO Memorial Union the
Orono Area Tenants' Association will
meet at 6pm. Topic for discussion will be
new legislation introduced into the state
legislature. For further information
contact: Chris Bradley, Off-Campus
Board, UMO Memorial Union, Orono,
Maine 04469, Phone 581-1840.
Apartments
Apartment-2 bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
completely furnished. eAvailable May-
August. Price negotiable. Call 866-45%.
SUMMER SUBLET- Sunny, Spacious,
Furnished, ' BR, May 15-August 30. Rent
Negotiable. 581-3866 (days), 947-2537
(eves).
In Orono, now showing and renting
apartments for next fall. For appointment
call 827-2402 or 827-7231.
Apartment-2 bedroom, partly
furnished. Available May-August. $400
month. 866-4612.
For Sale
WEDDING DRESS. Traditional white,
lace and pearl trim, with train. Like new
Small size. 866-3517.
MOTORCYCLE for sale. 1978 Honda
Hawk II 400cc in excellent condition
Includes two helmets. Denis Grenier 334
Cumberland. Phone 581-4934.
Jobs
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! S14-$28,000.
Carribean, Hawaii, World. Call for
Guide, Directory, Newsletter. 1-916-722-
1111 Ext: UMAINEORONO.
Lost
A small silver scallop shell caring was
lost on or in vicinity of Campus. Please
contact:866-3184 or 581-1173 if you have
found it or can help in finding it.
Last seen upstairs at Delta Tau. This
Maine Basketball Letter Jacket was
misplaced sometime Friday evening. If
anyone knows the whereabouts of thit
article, I would appreciate any info. Call
Mark Hedtler 866-4882.
Attention Students
Interested In Caring?
Interested In Service
Investigate The Circle
Interested In Sharing?
And Leadership?
K International Club
Organizational Meeting-- Wednesday, April 6, 1983
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union
Former High School Key Cleb Members Cordially' Invited
-Bring A Friend
For Further Information Call John Russell, 866-2463
See You There!
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Maine Day returns with a
Bumstock twist
By Liz Cash
Staff Writer
Mark your calendar--classes Ire
canceled Wednesday, Arril 27, as
Maine Day returns to its traditional
midweek observance, with a new twist.
Bumstock will be combined with the
event.
"I think having the projects in the
morning and then Bumstockjn _the_
afternoon will cause a lot of people to
stick around instead of going to Bar
Harbor;". Pat Dunn, Maine Day
chairman, said.
"We have 42 organizations
participating and still a few more
responsesArickling in," Dunn said. "A
• BOT
too long and it's not good for the state
or the university," he said.
After today's public hearings, the
bill may be amended or left-as-is and
then sent onto the floor of the senate.
If it passes through the senate it will
be sent to the house and if successful
there, to Governor Brennan for his
signature or veto.
Hayes said the bill will be approved
- of 9-4 in his committee but predicted it
would not be so easy in the senate or
house.
_ .
"This will be a tough hip to get
through,,' A Hayes said.
The BOT has already voiced its
opposition to the Hayes bill. BOT
members have said it opposes the bill
for four reasons:
*Students are just passing through
and may not grasp what the BOT calls,
"complicated issues."
lot of them chose to do projects that
will benefit both themselves and the
community."
Dunn said most dorm groups plan to
do maintenance work on their own
buildings. Other events include blood
pressure screenings by-the Women's
Center; fertilization of campus
flowerbeds and trees by the Plants and
Soils Club; and a dunking booth to
raise money for various organizations.
by the Senior Skulls.
Funding for the organization of
Maine Day comes from Students
Government .and Alpha Phi Omega,
the service fraternity, although Dunn
said the costs incurred have been
mostly supportive services and, not
monetary.
(continued from page 1) 
•Students would represent a partic-
ular interest group and inter-sampus
jealousy would increase because a
student-member would be identified
with one of the seven campuses.
'If the governor wished, he could
apponda student member as has been
done in the past.
•A conflict of interest would develop
having faculty on the BOT while
collective bargaining goes on.
Hayes said it is unfair to see the
faettl_ty _members a_s representing the __
, union only. "Faculty are citizens and
family members as well as union
members. They have many roles," he
said.
Student Government President
Craig Freshley said ,he "supports the
principle" of the Hayes bill but that he
"doesn't care if it is passed as long as
the arguments are heard."
Prepare to Get the
SHOCK OF YOUR LIFE!
Buy 3 Heavy Duty Shocks by Monroe,
USE COUPON BELOW
ONLY 98.63 Inestc3aclhled
LUBE, FILTER & OIL CHANGE
WITH
COUPON $9.88
COUPONr"11111". .1"M 1.1.IN
LUBE, OIL, &
FILTER CHANGE
cA/ITH THIS $ 88 I
I COUPON I
I BUY 3 SHOCK II
I ABSORBERS I
GET 1 FREE 1
I WITH THIS I Q65 I
I COUPON M ‘. " I
I INSTALLED I
1 EDWARDS TIRE CO. 1
14. 541 WILSON ST., BREWER
Coupon expires 4 9 83
m0)
I
Le Club Cabaret_ opens
Thursday inDamnYankee
Bobbi Ives, program coordinator
for FOCUS.
By Bob Danielson
Staff Writer
The Damn Yankee in the
Memorial Union will be hopping
with dancers and live music
Thursday night with Le Club
Cabaret.
On April 7 at 8 p.m., the curtain 
will open for performers from the
UMO Dance Company and the
Modern Project, a jazz band, for an
evening of "elegance and fun," said
the doors witropen at 7:30 p.m.
A floor show by flamenco", jazz and
modern dancers will begin at 8 p.m.;
followed by niusic and public
dancing with the Modern Project.
Waitresses will be on hand to
serve beverages and munch ies.
Tickets are on sale this week at
the information center in the Union
and will be available at the door for
$4 each.
He said the introduction of the
Hayes bill and the public hearingS
tomorrow will make more people
aware of the need for more student
input.
The current system of having one
faculty and student representative on
the BOT has not worked out well, he
said.
He said the problem might also be
solved by giving subcommittees with
student and faculty representation
more power.
The bill proposing the creation of a
commission to plot Maine's strategy in
higher education will be opposed by
the BOT because it will upsurp some of
their power, Bott said.
lrit.sJucing our new &icon r'BUY ONE-GETDNE FRED,Double Cheeseburger
Dig into 2 flame-broiled
burgers, tempting melted
cheese and 3 pieces of
lean crispy bacon. Itt
doubly delicious with this
2 for 1 offer Now aren't you
twice as hungry?
A free Boom Double Cheese
burger with the Nohow of a
Bacon Double theeleburger
hist preset. Pio toupon
before ordering l mot -
one coupon per CUM OM.
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The circle game
T
he line snaked through the English
countryside Friday, from the Royal Ordnance
Factory in Burghfield, where Great Britain's
nuclear weapons are made, past the Atomic Weapons
Research Establishment in Aldermaston, to the U.S,
air base at Greenham Common. Some signal was
given and as many as 80,000 persons linked arms to
form a 14-mile human chain. Thus began an Easter
weekend series of protests meant to demonstrate
opposition to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization's plans to deploy 572 U.S.-made
short- and intermediate-range missiles in Great
Britain, West Germany, Italy and the Netherlands
beginning early next year.
While more than 500,000 persons from the four
countries blockaded U.S. military bases, formed
chains and marched in protest against the missiles,
President Reagan and his advisors expressed their
disappointment over the Soviet Union's quick
denunciation of the administration's latest proposal
for solving the European-theatre nuclear weapons
dilemma. Reagan offered last week to pare down the
size of the planned deployment of Pershing II and
cruise missiles in return for Soviet withdrawal of
already-deployed SS-20 missiles. This interim
proposal, which Reagan had hoped would lead to
further negotiations, was however rejected by Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
Thus, a cycle which is now two years old
continues: one of the "partners" in the arms
reduction process makes some proposal, its
counterpart quickly rejects the offer, the rhetoric
between the two intensifies and the western
Europeans grow more confounded and protest more
loudly. And Jan. 1, 1984—ironically the date .
scheduled for the missiles' deployment—draws ever
closer. 
--There is much that complicates the picture. How,
or even are, French and British missiles to be counted
and who will speak for those countries? Should the
Soviets be allowed to move missiles they give up in
Europe to the Chinese border or must they dissemble
them? Does a three-warhead SS-20 equal three
single-warhead Pershing II or Tomahawk missiles?
tr'
1.0,•••kt. ••••
4`1611tAt
•••,
How will any agreement on nuclear weapons affect
the current imbalance in conventional weapons?
But, despite these troublesome questions, the basic
fact of the matter remains—most everyone
concerned is twiddling their thumbs while watching
the charade that the arms control process has become
since the SALT H negotiations failed to produce a
meaningful accord.
Both sides are playing the rhetoric/propaganda game
to the hilt. Ex-director of the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency Eugene Rostow said as much
Sunday when he opined that the Soviets surely will sit
down to negotiate the European missiles question
before the new year. His reasoning seemed based on
the theory that the Soviets have everythirig to fear in
the NATO deployment; that the newer missiles are
superior to the SS-20s and that once deployed, they
are unlikely to be withdrawn soon. The Soviets latest
rejection, Rostow concluded, is based on the hope
that they will be offered a better starting point for
negotiations.
Such assumptions are both foolhardy and
dangerous. Following through on them could very
well push the start of negotiations past the
deployment deadline and, Rostow is correct here,
they will be exceedingly difficult to recall
Clearly, a change in the arms control atmosphere is
long overdue. Some semblance of a good-faith
gesture is called for. The United States could
decommission some older, probably useless, nuclear
weapons from the NATO stockpiles. The Soviet
Union could truly slow their present deployment of
SS-20s. Perhaps one side will soon make any of the
countless possible good-faith gestures the other will
interpret as a sign that good-faith bargaining can
proceed.
Perhaps then the innocent Europeans won't be
left holding hands in the circle game of modern arms
reduction.
1-01Alc \61,2ziAfiAct
Some pig
I spent an afternoon—over break
trying 'to revive that part Of me--a part
inside all of us--that is forever a little
child. I read E.B. White's
"Charlotte's Web."
It was undoubtedly a silly, senti-
mental moment in which I made the
decision to walk over to the library to
borrow the book. But perhaps, too, it
was something in the weather that
day, because it was about this time of
the year in fourth grade that Mrs.
Billings read us the story, a chapter
every day after noon recess.
When I took the book from the shelf.
I discovered it was the same edition
Mrs. Billings had used. And in that
split-second of recognition, the past
was suddenly as real to me as the
present. I could see Mrs. Billings
holding up the book so we all could see
the pictures and 1-could hear her voice
as she read the story.
And I remember the day we _
reached the end of the book and
I cried my 10-year-old eyes out
because Charlotte, having laid
her eggs, died and left Wilbur on
his own.
And I clearly remembered it. There
was Wilbur. the spring piglet, who
discovered one day that he was to
become the featured item of the
following Christmas dinner. And there
was Charlotte, the barn spider, who
rescued him by spinning messages in
her web, such as, "Some Pig" and
"Terrific," thus convincing Mr.
Zuckerman that he owned a miracul-
ous pig.
And I remember the day we reached
the end of the book and I cried my
10-year-old eyes out because Char-
lotte, having laid her eggs, died and
left Wilbur on his own.
I guess the real reason I read the
book this time would be like it was 14
years ago. It wasn't, of course, and it
was dumb of me to think so. But I was
nonetheless moved by the story,
because like all classics, there is an
element of "Charlotte's Web" that is
timeless. And it leapt out at me.
As Charlotte lay dying. Wilbur
looked up at her and, crying, said,
"Why did you do all this- for me? I
don't deserve it. I've never done
anything for you."
"You- have been my friend."
Charlotte replied. "That in itself is a
tremendous thing. I wove my webs for
you because „I liked you. After all,
what's a life, anyway? We're born, we
live a little, we die. A spider's life
can't help being something of a mess.
with all this trapping and eating flies.
By helping you, perhaps I svas trying
to lift up my life a trifle. Heavens
knows anybody's life can stand a little
of that.- That meant more to me the
second time around.
So maybe it's not such a bad thing to
''grow up as long as you keep intact
some link to your childhood. And who
knows, maybe adults really are just
children in aging skin.
Victor R. Hathaway is a senior-,
journalism major from Bryant Pond,
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The Maine seniors: Following a tradition of excellence
By Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
The plane was more than two hours
late. Tempers, in some cases, were
short as the wait for the return flight
from Palm Beach International
Airport to Logan dragged on.
Everyone was tired after having played
22 games in 17 days.
But for five seniors, the time seemed
short—this would be the last time they
would be waiting to return from spring
break as a member of coach John
Winkin's Black Bealt;---
Emotions for the five men were
mixed. Captain Kevin Bernier has been
through it before; he could have
graduated last spring with a degree in
wildlife, but with another year of
Kevin Bentier, captain of this year's
team, rounds third for home.
eligibility, he returned to complete his
mathematics degree.
Tom Vanidestine is looking to take
one game at a time, playing out the
season step by step.
For Fred Staples, the long-awaited
senior year is finally here. Brad Colton
doesn't seem to notice a difference. He
said he's playing the same as he always
has. And for Dick Whitten, the end of
this season is going to mean the end of
his playing days, but not the end of
baseball, as he plans to stay involved
with the sport.
But for all five, one thing's certain.
They would all like to return to the
College World Series in Omaha, Neb.,
for the season finale. "It would be the
icing on the cake," they all, invariably,
say.
The spring trip has been an
important part of a successful season
for these men as long as they have
been at Maine. The first one they made
four years ago was to Florida; the next
year they traveled to Texas; last year
they headed west to California; and
this year they returned. to Florida to
compete in both- The University of
Miami's Hurricane Classic and Florida
International University's Invitational
Tournament.
Bernier, who led the team in hitting
over the two-week period with a .379
batting average, said, "I don't think
we played as well as everyone expected,
but then again, we improved with every
game."
- Because the majority, of the teams
Maine competed against already had
more than 30 games under their belts,
- the established first baseman said he
'I want to do well...
I want The tali
to do well.'
felt kind of frustrated at first,
especially with the errors the Black
Bears were making. "I haven't really
been pleased with my own
performame yet, but I know I can play_
better," he said.-"Every time we make
a mistake we learn--it will help us later
on. We won't make the same mistake
when it really counts."
Vanidestine has always liked the idea
of a spring trip. "It's the most valuable
asset we have," he said. "It gets us
ready for the competition back East."
He also said it gives everyone a chance
to see how the freshmen are going to fit
in and how they'll stand up to Div. I
competition.
Whitten echoes these sentiments.
"The trip was totally beneficial.
Everyone got a chance to play and
coach Winkin has seen a lot of
different combinations. Playing all the
games gave him a chance to see what
will help the team and playing all the
games the team did in Florida helped
them all to gain the needed experience
to face northern opponents.
everyone can do." Finally, Colton, who has been a key
Although Whitten himself doesn't factor both defensively and offensively
see much game time, he's never short for the Bears since his sophomore year,
on spirit. As a reserve outfielder trying has a very simple Philosophy which
•
1.00000.
Brad Colton, one of Maine's best hitters, already holds a number of
caner records-7,1th more than half a season left to go. (Storey photos)
to break in- where positions have been
--aelfor three yearsjt is difficult, but he
tries to "help wherever I can. I like to —
think I'm contributing even if it's from
just being on the bench and talking."
Staples is another player who
contributes where he can and with
experience at short, third and second,
he often fits into the infield at key
times. An electrical engineer, Staples
has a job set up- ith IBM after
graduation. In the eantime, his
personal goal is to "just o what I can
to help the team." He fee Winkin has
recruited a number of key yers who
Dickie Whitten lays down a perfect bunt. He "helps where I can."
Good luck to the
1983 Riack Bears
Baseball Team
from...
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MA Clark
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everyone on the team can relate lg. "I
want to do Well...I want the team-to do
well," he says.
Colton, who has handled the duties
in left field for the past three years, was
drafted-last year but decided to return
to Maine for his final year of
eligibility. The team has good reason to
be thankful for this decision. Not only
does Colton lead the team in home
runs with three and RBI's with 15 for a
.313 average, but he has never made an
error in his four years in the outfield
for Maine.
The season is nearly half over
already for these five men who will
soon be departing from one of the
most successful teams in the country.
But theomost important part of the
season is still to come. The team must
do well in their division in order to get
a Regina" bid, they must Overcome two
sets of playoffs before reaching the
World Series. All five feel this is the
ultimate challenge for the season, no
matter how different their philosophies
'end attitudes are. "The icing on the%
cake..." is repeated again.
'Whitten conveys the whole feeling
best "There's nothing better than to\
kno you're one of the top eight teams
in the\country...there's nothing better
to end it-all than the Series."
, -
Master of Sciencein Business
I f you are a new or recent college graduate, you may
be interested in the Master of Science in Businessprogram at Husson College. The MSB program
provides an excellent opportunity to combine your
undergraduate specialization--in whatever field--with
graduate management education through one year offull time study or two years of part time course work.For information, contact the Graduate Studies
Division, One College Circle, Bangor, Maine 04401 or
call 947-1121, extension 224.
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Baseball scouts: they live in ball parks
By Tom Burrall
Staff Writer
- They spend their lives in ball parks,
sometimes watching four games a day.
Each game is like a banquet as they sit
and carefully observe, hoping to lure a
prized trophy.
They come to the ball park with
owe.00"
and Jerry Stevens of the Kansas City
Royals are scouts who have never
suited up as professional ball players.
Engle, from Lancaster, Pa., is in his
10th year of scouting. After spending
three years with the Orioles, he is now
with the Blue Jays. lie turned to
scouting after being an assistant
Scouts Dutch Deutsch*oi\the San Francisco Giants and Pete Gebrian of
the Pittsburgh Pirates live parks searching for pro prospects with
"tools."
- briefcases at their sides and
stopwatches dangling from their necks,
looking for players with the "tools" to
play professional baseball. tile- a
swarm of preying leeches, they sit
behind home plate with speedguns,
clocking pitches. They are like starving
lions feeding on fresh meat when a
prospect with a "name" comes to
town. They are major league baseball
scouts. And they live baseball.
Pete Gebrian is a Pittsburgh Pirate
scout from Nutley, N.J. -He turned to
scouting after seven years of pro ball
where he injured his arm pitching for
the Chicago White Sox. Gebrian has
been looking for "tools" for 33 years.
Dutch Deutsch is a San Francisco
Giant scout, also from New Jersey,
who has been scouting for "tools" for
30 years. After playing outfield in the
Los Angeles Dodgers' minor leagues
for four years, Deutsch quit to earn his
master's degree in physical education,
then turned to teaching and now
scouting. He has scouted for the
Pirates and White Sox.
Carlos Pascual played minor league
ball for 14 years with the Washington
Senators and Minnesota Twins before
he turned scouting. Pascual is in his
second year of scouting for the New
York Mets and has 10 years of scouting
experience between the Baltimore
Orioles and the Twins.
Bob Engle of the Toronto Blue Jays
baseball coach at the University of
Colorado.
Stevens' playing career ended with
college in Michigan and Is currently in
his. seventh year scouting With the
Royals.
Although you don't have to have
experience playing pro ball to be a
scout, Deutsch said you have to be
involved in the game from all angles.
Organizing and administering youth
league programs, conducting clinics,
umpiring, coaching and playing the
game all help in scouting.
Engle says, "You have to be a
student of the game to be a scout. You
have to know the basic fundamentals
with respect to teaching the game and
developing and coaching players."
What are the "tools" these scouts
are looking for? co?
Gebrian emphasizes the physical
tools, especially speed because he says
the Pirates are "so speed conscious."
The average times from the crack of
the bat to first base for left- and right
handed hitters are standard among the
scouts. The average for a left-handed
hitter is 4.2 seconds to first base while
the average for a right-hander is 4.3
seconds.
Pascual reflects the scouts' emphasis
on speed saying, "If you can't run, you
have to have a good bat."
Throwing is another natural tool.
scouts look for when evaluating a -
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prospect. When looking at pitchers,
scouts look for control, "mound
sense," velocity, variety of pitches,
their effectiveness and their
competitiveness.
"I look for a battler, a guy that goes
right at the hitter with his best stuff
instead of being a pussy cat," Deutsch
said. "I look for life and movement of
the ball and the reaction of the hitters
to particular pitches."
Pascual said a fastball of 86 or 87
mph is good for the major leagues and
"not too many guys throw over 87."
Although every club looks for the
natural tools of speed, throwing and
outstanding ability in more than one
area, many clubs place much less
emphasis on hitting. .
Gebrian said, "Hitting can probably
be developed_ You don't get a finished
hitter before the pros."
Engle said the Blue Jays link the
player's physical traits with the
player's leadership, coachability and
mental awareness of the game when
They decide to draft a prospect.
1 ..;A: • ;6
•-•••••••••••••••••--
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How do scouts hear of the big-name
prospects?
Seventeen of the 26 major league
teams are members of the Major 
_
League Scouting Bureau. The bureau
has its own staff, who are usually
former scouts affiliated with a club,
who prepare reports on prospects.
"If they (thc- prospects) have blood,
they have them," Deutsch said in
reference to what prospects are
included in bureau reports.
Pro clubs pay more than $100,000 to
be a member of the scouting bureau,
who send the names ofyrospects to its
members with a scouting report. The
report includes the vital statistics of
age, address, height, weight, position,
year in school, which way they bat and
throw and often a schedule so scouts
can see the prospect play. Outstanding
traits and comments are also included
in the report.
Prospects are often heard of simply 
by word-of-mouth within a club's
(COntinued on page 8)
-490percent- or my job'
—Winkin on scouting
By Tom Burrall
Staff Writer
Sgouting and recruiting prospects
for the UMO baseball program is
what coach John Winkin calls "90
percent of my job." Although his
recruiting process is more specific
than the major league scouts, who
are looking for anybody who can
play ball, Winkin spends his
summers in much of the same ways
as a pro scout. He spends his life in
ball parks.
"I am somewhere, every single
day during the summer, looking tor
recruits," Winkin said:relating his
15,000-20,000 miles he clocks each
summer, to his sumnier in ball
parks around New England and
mostly in Maine.
"I think I have as good a pulse on
where the talent is as anyone
around," he said. "A lot of our
players I've seen play two or three
years in high school before they
came here, so I have a good feel of
what they can do."
Unlike the major league scouts
who look for specific tools in
individuals such as speed, Winkin
says, "It's hard to say I look for any
one thin,' I do like fellas that come
from winning programs, though
Winkin, who scouts more by
position than pro scouts, and
generally look at everyone, says he's
"always recruiting and thinking
ahead."
Winkin does all the searching and
screening of prospects by himself
and "gets lots of recommendations
from coaches" and sometimes from
scouts, as was the case of freshman
Rick Bernardo from Troy, N.Y.,
who was recommended to Winkin
by a Milwaukee Brewer scout.
"I know the kinds of things I'm
recruiting for and the clinics held
here help too,- Winkin said.
Unlike many major league scouts
who are lucky if they can see a
prospect play once before the draft,
Winkin "can't say how many times
I've seen some of our guys play."
Although Winkin is constantly
getting letters from high schoolers
"from all over the countre" who are
interested in playing ball at Maine,
he pays litLie attention to them, as
most of the inquiries are interested
in full scholarships and for Winkin
it is a risk paying a player to come
here without having seen him play
he said.
Good luck to the UMO
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The life of a pro:
By Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
Joe Johnson was an ace pitcher for
the Black Bears last season. Peter
Adams was the starttng short stop on
the same team. Both players were
partially responsible for the Black
Bears' success. Both players helped the
team where they could. And both
players are now with professional
organizations—Adams with the New
York Yankees and Johnson with the
Atlanta Braves—at spring training
camps in Florida.
Johnson, who didn't sign until the
end of last season, ended up 2-1 with
the Braves' AA club in Savannah, Ga.,
last season. He had four starts and said
he was happy after having pitched 20
innings of scoreless ball.
Adams was with the Oneonta (N.Y.)
Yankees and was also pleased with his
season although he didn't play as muth
as he would have liked. He hit .282 and
he said the coaches were pleased with
his defense.
Both players like professional
baseball, but they do see things
differently.
Johnson, who was drafted in the
,second round, has been' extremely
pleased with his professional
It has its ups and downs
experience thus far. He said he feels it
was important that he got his start in
AA ball. "A lot of guys I've met have
never made it out of A ball," he said.
Johnson had to fight to make AA,
however. He held off signing until the
end of July and by that time the season
was nearly over. "I thought I could go
to Double A and at least try," Johnson
said. "I thought I at least deserved a
chance. Everything worked out the
best it could...I was really happy."
Johnson's outlook for this season is
bright. Currently, he is working out
with 'Atlanta's major league club in
West Palm Beach, Fla. He is one of 10
non-roster players with the major
league club. However, he is not certain
how long he will-stay with the parent
club. He said he feels he will probably
end up with Savannah again this year,
but if he does well, he could end up the
Atlanta's AAA club in Richmond, Va.
Adams, on the other hand, left for
upstate New York only a few days after
returning home from the College
World Series in Omaha, Neb. He was
happy to just get a shot at the
professionals. There was some
speculation that he was going to be
supplied only with bats for equipment.
"You usually don't get glove contracts
until you're an established player," he
said.
Adams is feeling the competition in
AA much more. "It's everybody for
themselves. You have to try and
impress the coaches on you own. I still—
can't get used to the individual
attitudes. In college, the team is like a
big family. It's a whole different
.atmosphere down here. I hang around
college or until they are 21-years-old.
you get to real friends."
The two players have experienced
many things in common, also. Both
players received significant raises over
last year.
The two are also pleased with the
coaching. "I got a lot of good help
from a pitching coach last year,"
Johnson said. "He really helped me
with„ my change-up. I never had that
good a change when I was in college
that I could count on for strikes. Now I
can and that made a big difference."
Adams was not that pleased with the
coaching last year, but he likes it so far
this year. "The coaches meet every day
Adams and Johnson: Many things are different,
but a lot are the same, too.
drafted -right out of high school, but
for high school players to make the
jump straight into pro ball is rare.
Currently, Adams is playing for the
Yankees' AA Nashville, Tenn., club.
His outlook for the season is: "I just
want to make the team. I'd like to end
up in Nashville, but I could end up
with the A club in Fort Lauderdale. Or
I could be cut altogether. It's a day-to-
day thing and you never know. If I do
get cut, though, at least I know I have
my education to fall back on. That's
the biggest thing in the world."
Johnson and Adams have noticed a
number of things on their respective
professional careers, and agot of it has
to do with the leagues in which they are
playing. Johnson has the opportunity
to get a glove contract with the
company of his choice, where, once he
chooses a company, it has the rights to
his name to use as it pleases on its
gloves. In return, the company supplies
Johnson with all the gloves he needs.
Adams, on the other hand, is
and Billy Martin (the major league
manager) tells them what he wants
done. They work a lot on
fundamentals and that's really good,"
he said.
Both players also don't see that
much of a difference in the quality of
competition in the pros as compared to
college. "You expect the pitchers to be
really good," Johnson said; "...curves
that break four feet, 95 mph fast balls.
They're not really like that. They're
like us, only they're more consistent.
The pitchers can spot the ball better."
Adams said. "nobody knows from
• Scouts
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scouting system and between scouts of
different clubs.
With so many scouts, relatively
potential pro prospects, and only a one
in 26 chance in signing a player, you'd
expect the competition between scouts
of different organizations to be great.
Such is not the case.
"Every one respect&every one else,"
Engle said. "No one scout looks at the
same ball player in the same manner.
It's competitive, but it's highly
professional."
Most scouts said they divide their
scouting time nearly 50-50 between
high.,school and college games. High
school prospects are more difficult to
sign because of scholarship money
offered by colleges to play baseball.
Prospects in college are not eligible for
"
day to day where they stand," and that
one player has as much of a chance at
getting released as another. It's all
really up-to the coaches and what they
see as potential.
One final thing the two have in
common is. they both miss Maine and
Maine baseball treme ndously.
Peter Adams (Storey photos)
Johnson, who still had another year of
eligibility at Maine, said he misses his
old teammates, but he feels he made
the right choice by going pro when he
did.
Adams, who graduated last spring
along with three other players, is a little
more sentimental. "I miss college a lot
and sometimes I wish I was still there.
But if I was, I would want all the
same guys to be there, too. It's not the
same now. It gets sentimental thinking
about it. But I guess everything passes
in time.
the draft (held in the first week of June
each year) until their junior year in
college or until they are 21-years-old.
A high school player is not eligible for
the draft until after his senior year.
Engle says it is difficult to say where
he spends the majority of his scouting
time between high school and college.
Although he favors college ball, "I'm
looking more at players than where
they are playing."
But no matter where a major league
scout spends his time, he has to love to
travel. Engle is on the road 81/2-9
months a year and says, it's tough on
the family. "Once traveling becomes a
hassle, I'll get out of scouting."
Full-time scouting is a job spent in
ball parks where more than one scout
will tell you: "Scouting is an excellent
job if you didn't have to go to ball
games."
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Maine vs. Miami :
N Oh how the
- progrAmis differ
By Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
The University of Maine and the
University of Miami. Both are big-
name baseball schools known all over
the nation for their continuous success.
Year after year, both schools field
teams who finish' with winning records
and usually make it to the playoffs.
Yet, even though the success of the
two schools is similar, the programs
vary like night and day, with Miami
receiving most of the light.
One of the major reasons the two
programs differ so greatly is due to the
length of the playing seasons. Miami
plays year 'round and its spring
schedule includes about 80 games,
more than 50 of which are home
games. Mark Light Stadium, home of
the 
-Hurricanes, seats 5,000 and is
Ron Fraser
equipped with lights for night games.
Baseball at Miami, is geared toward
the spectators, with Coach Ron Fraser
spending most of his time "selling" the
games.
Maine, on the other hand, has no
facilities for night games. Even if it
did, chances are it would be too cold to
Maine Campus. Tuesday, April .5, 1983
play them. The team plays more than
25 away games before it ever steps foot
on Mahaney Diamond, home of the
Black Bears, and then only about 14
games are playaThere each season..
Coach John Winkin spends much time
-trying to figure out the best way to
prepare a team from the North for
national competition, and looking for
'Coaching's cake.
Now raising
half a million dollars,
that's tough.'
better players with which to do it.
Maine draws good crowds, considering
the circumstances, and the field - is
constantly being upgraded, but Miami
definitely has the edge as far as fan
comfort is concerned.
The difference in the two programs,
besides different climates, can be seen
easily upon inspection of the individual
budgets. Maine's baseball budget, not
including the spring (which is
privately funded) runs anywhere
-between $20,000-$25,000, —Maine
Athletic Director Stuart Haskell said.
Miami's on the other hand, is about
$485,000 and it has been self-
supporting Fraser said for three years.
Fraser has been a coach for 20 years,
but it wasn't until 1979 that he decided
to cut himself free of the athletic
department and go into business for
himself. He did it because he didn't
want his team to be limited financially
and he wanted his players to have the
very best. Consequently, Fraser has
virtually given up coaching to become
the main promoter of the team. Of
course, he still is the head coach and
does his duty coaching at third base
every game, but he sees himself more
as a professional manager than ...a
college coach.
To combat his detraction from team,—
Fraser "surrounds himself with good
people," who make sure the team is
doing what they should be to prepare
for the season. His staff includes an
associate coach, Skip Bertman, and
two assistant coaches. In addition, the
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For details: Dr. lohn M Grandin or
Dr. Otto Dornberg. Department of
Languages. University of Rhode Island.
Kingston. RI 02881 14011 792-591i.
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The Miami maniac nuzzles up to some Maine fans. (Lessard photo)
program also boasts the only
promotions director used soley for
baseball in the country, according to
Fraser, and its own sports information
director.
Fraser says he likes his new duties as
team manager. "Coaching's cake," he
said, "Now raising half a million
dollars, that's tough. That's more of a
challenge."
As part of the fund-raising theme,
the staff at Mark Light Stadium is
constantly having contests to draw the
crowds. "We have money scrambles,
lucky numbers, we've even brought the
South Carolina Game Cock here and
made him into the Miami Maniac,"
Fraser said. "Family entertainment,
that is what we have here. Attendance
is our number one priority." Games
almost become a three ring circus.
Fraser said his team doesn't mind
when he's not there, but he continues
to draw top players from around the
country. He said good players
naturally look to attend s ool
somewhere where they can play
baseball year 'round. And his team
receives the best of everything. When
they go on the road, they stay at the
best hotels and eat at the best
restaurants. They even have three sets
of uniforms. Fraser even saw to it that
everyone on the team got a
championship ring, complete with
diamond, after last year's College
World Series victory.
Miami is Miami's number one
concern and anything Fraser can do to
promote the team„he will. His staff is
there to promote Hurricane baseball
and nothing else.
It is not difficult to see why the
Miami program is so successful, but
Fraser has many good things to say
about Maine's program also. "Our
series' with Maine are always the
greatest," he said. "They're always
good games and they inspire our kids
to play well. They're not a bunch of
ragga muffins--they're a class ball
club." \
866-2111 866-2112 I1/4
"Coke-Special"
1 free Coke with each
two item pizza delivered.
Compare our prices
atui save!!
Delivery only
Visit us in in our Tap Room.is
 Offer expires May 13, 1983 e
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•
Coach John Winkin with captain Kevin Bernier returning from a
conference with the umpires.
Sophomore Ernie Webster warms up with junior Ed Hackett. Websterhurt his arm on the trip and was not able to pitch as much as was planned.
1983 University of Maine Baseball
HI TTINI
PLAYER G AB R H AVE RBI 2B 311 HF
BERNIER 18 66 12 1 25 .379 13 3 1 2
PAUL 18 65 ' 14 23 .354 8 7 0 0
LAYMAN 3 3 2 1 .333 2 1 0 0
ISICINNLS_ 37- .4,42 .324 6 1- '- 4 ----0-___--,--44
NUTTER 17 38 7 12 .316 7 '2 1
--,0
COLTON 18 67 16 21 .313 . 15 4 0
BUSHWAY 12 16 4 5 .278 2 o\ 0 0
STAPLES 11 11 1 3 .273 1 0 0
REYNOLDS 17 50 4 13 .260 —8 4 1SVVIFT — 8 8 1 2 .250 1 1 0
LASHUA 17 58 9 14 .241 5 2 01 0HACKETT 14 42 0 9 .214 3 2 0 0
WHITTEN 13 20 6 4 .200 0 0 0 0
COUTTS 9 15 3 3 .200 2 1 0 0
VANIDESTINE 17 60 6 11 .183 4 3 0 0
ROY 15 23 2 4 .174 3 1 0 0
BERNARDO 6 8 0 0 .000 1 0 , 0 0
DAVINS 4 6 1 0 .000 0 0 0 0
LACOGNATA 4 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0
JORDAN 7 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 . 0
BALLOU 5 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0
KOWALSKI 3 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0
COLFORD 2 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0
ME. TOTALS 18 596 92 162 .272 80 32 2 6
OPP. TOTALS 18 609 113 187 .307 98 27 5 20
PITCHIN
PLAYER G •W-L ERA IP H R ER
SWIFT • 4 2-2 5.54 27.6 26 19 17
LACOGNATA 4 2-1 5.14 28 38 16 16
BALLOU 5 1-3 3.91 27.6 26 14 12
MCINNIS 3 2-1 6.89 18.3 28 16 14
WE ESTER 2 0-2 11.48 7.6 16 14 10
JORDAN 7 0-0 6.12 10.3 20 11 7
KOWALSKI 3 0-1 3.97 13.6 16 12 6
COLFORD 2 040 3.91 2.3 2 1 1BUSH WAY 2 0-1 13.84 2.6 4 4, 4
VANIDESTINE 1 0-0 9.00 4 7 4 4
DAVINS 1 040 4.50 2 1 1 1
BERNIER 1 0-0 4.50 2 3 1 1 
5tc,,A
ME. TOTALS 18 7-11 5.72 146.3 187 113 93
OPP .TOTALS 18 11.7 4.35 153 162 92 74
Coach John Winkin talks to his team at 1
Although the team started out poorly. they fi
photos)
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Lane Baseball Statistics 18 Games (7-11)
HITTING
RBI 2B 3B HR TB SB SC-SF HP BB-K PO ASST E
_
13 3 1 2 36 4 1-2 0 9-6 130 15 4
8 7 0 0 30 5 3-0 0 94 39 45 5
2 1 0 0 2 0 0-0 0 0-1 4 3 0
6 1 -4- 0 13 4 0-0 0 2-7 10
7 2 1 0 16 0 2-0 0 12-14 21 37 5'
15 4 0- 3 33 2 0-1 0 6-17 14 2 0
2 0 0 0 5 2 0-0 0 4-4 26 3 0
1 0 0 3 1 0-0 0 4.4 6 14 4
4 6 1 20 0 0-0 2 6-12 15 25 5
1 1 0 0 3 0 0-0 0 1-2 4 5 0
5 2 0 0 16 4 0-0 0 7-21 42 2 2t3 2 0 0 11 0 1-0 0 0-4 65 3 3
0 0 0 0 4 2 0-0 0 4-1 5 1 0
2 1 0 0 4 0 0-0 0 5-6 6 0 1
4 3 0 0 14 1 0-1 0 6-7 35 2 1
3 1 0 0 5 0 0-0 0 1-8 0 4 4
1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 14 8 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2-3 3 0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0-0 3 3 0
0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0-0 0 0-0 2 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0-0 1 3 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0-0 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0
80 32 2 6 214 25 7-4 2 79-129 439 177 37
98 27 5 20 289 34 6-5 4 74-86 459 192 25
PITCHING DOUBLE PLAYS OPP. 14, ME. 12
IP H H R BB SO WP Bk GS CG SHO HR HP
7.6 26 19 17 13 26 1 0 4 3 0 1 0
28 38 16 16 8 16 0 0 4 1 0 4 1
1.6 26 14 12 13 13 2 0 3 1 0 1 1
8.3 28 16 14 11 7 1 1 3 0 0 4 0
7.6 16 14 10 4 5 2 0 2 0 0 2 0
0.3 20 11 7 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 2 1
3.6 16 12 6 6 7 3 0 1 0 0 4 0
2.3 2 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.6 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
4 7 4 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 I 1 1 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6.3 187 113 93 74 86 11 1 18 5 0 17 4
153 162 92 74 79 129 10 1 18 6 0 6 2
.hn Winkin talks to his team at Mark Light Stadium In Miami.
he team started out poorly, they finished the trip strongly (Storey
•
_
Kevin Jordan is expected to bs Malse's top right-kanded relief pitcher
this season.
Junior Bob Colford is a rookie who has great potential to help Maine'spitching staff.
-
Sophomore Rob Roy (front) and freshman Bill Nutter get ready to field
any ground balls coming their way.
"••••
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The trip began slowly with 7 losses.
GAME I
Friday March 11, 1983
Palm Beach 11, MAINE!
The Palm Beach Junior College
Pacers, with 25 games experience in
1983 (13-12), sent 10 batters to the
plate in the bottom of the third and
capitalized on four Black Bear errors,
scoring six runs and spoiling Maine's
opener (an exhibition), 1.1-9, in
Lake Worth, Fla.
 
 ThePacrs rapped nine ,hits off
_ freshman left), Bill McInnis -1-(i icoie.itr-
runs through four innings, before
sophomore John Kowalski simmered
the Pacer assault the rest of the way on
four hits and one run.
Maine's most productive inning
came in the first as the Bears pushed
across three runs. With one out,
second baseman Jeff Paul singled to
right and moved-to second when the
Pacer right fielder bobbled the ball.
After designated. hitter Bill Swift
walked, senior Brad Colton took his
first swing of the year in the box on a 1-
0 pitch and slammed a 350-foot home
run.
After the Pacers scored an unearned
run in the bottom of the first, senior
Tom Vanidestine hit a two-run homer
to straight-away center to put Maine
on top, 5-1.
Maine locked the score at 7-7 in its
half of the fourth after the Pacer six-
run third. Senior Kevin Bernier lined a
double to the right-center gap before
Swift singled him home with two out.
After Swift took second on a wild
pitch, Colton singled the DH home for
his fourth RBI of the game.
Felix Martinez greeted McInnis with
a leadoff homer in the Pacer fourth
before Palm Beach coupled a pair of
singles with a double for two more runs
to take the lead for good.
The Pacers had previously this
season lost a pair of 6-5 games to the
1982 Div. I national champions, Miami
Hurricanes.
•
Illinois University at Carbondale where
the teams will play each other twice.
The Aggies' four-run fourth inning
proved to be all the Aggies would need.
The Aggies drew three walks off Maine
starter Bill Swift to load the bases
before Aggie third bastman Tony
Metoyer cleared the sacks with a
double down the right field line.
Catcher Mark Imagee looped a single
to center, too shallow for Metoyer to
advance, before Tim Cartwright
moved the runners with a sacrifice
-bunt. Cliff( -Heard- TãtedMéiiier
grounding out to second.
The Bears scored single runs in the
second and sixth innings. In the
second, designated hitter Bill McInnis
singled and later scored when
sophomore Rob Roy's single was
mishandled in left. In the sixth, Tom
Vanidestine got aboard on a swinging
third-strike wild pitch_and moved to
second when Brad Colton singled
between short and third. McInnis'
fielder's choice forced Vanidestine at
third before Rick Lashua walked to
load the bases. Roy's fielder's choice
forced Lashua at second and scored
Colton for Maine's finarrun.
Captain Kevin Bernier also singled
for the Bears.
GAME 3
Saturday March 12, 111113
Palm Beach 5, MAINE 3
Bases on balls again hurt the Black
Bears when they turned north to Lake
Worth, Fla, for a seven-inning
exhibition where tour of the five Palm
Beach Junior College runs were the
result of runners who reached with free
passes. Maine bowed, 5-3.
After the Pacers jumped on Maine
starter Bob Colford to score one run
on a walk and two hits in the bottom of
the first, Maine tied the score in the
second with a three-hit, two-out rally.
Catcher Peter Bushway singled and
moved to second when reserve first
baseman Rick Bernardo walked.
Bill Nutter has to hustle to get back to first before the throw from the
pitcher. (Storey photo)
GAME 2
Saturday March 12, 1983
Texas A & M 8, MAINE 2
The combined four-hit pitching
effort by Phillip Taylor and Rock King
led the Texas A & M Aggies to an 8-2
win over Maine in the opening game of
the 6th annual Hurricane Baseball
Classic at Miami's Mark Light
Stadium hosted by the University of
Miami.
The 12-game tournament features
Texas, Maine, Miami and Southern
Senior Fred Staples then rapped a
single to score Bushway to even the
score.
The Pacers countered in their half of
the second with an unearned run
before freshman Bill Reynolds and
Brad Colton clubbed back-to-back
homers on two consecutive pitches,
both to left center and more than 375
feet away.
The Pacers took advantage of two
Colford walks in the fifth when Felix
Martinez tripled home the freeloaders
with one out before catcher Andre
weihs singled home Martinez to finish
the scoring at 5-3.
Colford, a junior righthander from
Bridgewater, Mass., scattered five hits
and struck out seven. Colton had three
bits to lead Maine's seven-hit attack.
John Kowalski, -who started some
games in Florida, will now be Maine's
premier left) reliever.
GAME 4
Sunday March 13, 1983
Texas A & M 12, MAINE 8 -
The Aggies collected 16 hits off two
Maine hurlers, took advantage of four
Maine errors and scored 10 times in the
first six innings to drop the Black Bears
for the second time in the Hurricane
Classic, 12-8.
The Aggies scored five runs in the
second with two outs on two hits, two
fielder's choices, a walk and two Black
.Bear errors before they broke the game
open, 8-0, on the three-run homer by
Tony Metoyer in the fifth. Maine lit
the board in its half of the fifth when
Kevin Bernier's double scored Jim
Davins who walked, moved to second
on Bill Nutter's single and tagged third
on Rick Lashua's, flyout to right.
Tom Vanidestine relieved starting
southpaw Ernie Webster in the sixth
and slowed the Aggies to two runs on
two hits, a double steal and a Maine
error in the inning.
Maine scored one in the sixth, three
in the seventh and three in the eighth to
no avail as the snowbirds melted,
banging 12 hits and leaving ,,the bases
loaded three times for a total of 14 left
stranded.
Bernier, Brad Colton, Bill Reynolds
and Ed Hackett had two hits apiece for
the Bears.
GAME 5
Monday March 14, 1983
Southern Illinois 8, MAINE 5
For the second game in a row,
Maine's opponent, this time the 5-3
Southern Illinois Salukis, shelled two
Maine pitchers for 16 hits, dumping
the Black Bears, 8-5, and putting them
0-3 in tournament play.
Maine scored an unearned run in the
first and second innings to take a 2-0
lead before Saluki sophomore
shortstop Rich Koch hit a three-run
homer to left in the second off starter
Stu Lacognata to go on top, 3-2.
Maine tied it at 3-3 in the third with
two outs when Brad Colton singled and
scored on designated hitter Bill Swift's
double. The Salukis scrapped for the
lead again with two runs in the bottom
of the third on three singles, a stolen
base and a fielder's choice.
The Bears clawed 6k on .two
'S.
Saluki errors and a balk in the fifth for  
two unearned runs to make it 5-5,
before the Salukis scrambled back with
two outs in the sixth on back-to-back .
singles and a stolen base to go ahead 6-
5. Maine'sione error of the game in tht
seventh allowed Southern Illinois to
score a pair of unearned runs and made
the final 8-5.
Colton had two hits in Maine's seven
hit defeat.
GAME 6
Monday Merck 14, _—
Biscayne 8, MAINE 5  .
Maine visited Miami-Dade
Community College North for a seven-
inning game against the Biscayne
College Bobcats where the Bears ran
into undefeated Bobcat fireballer Joe
Klink who struck out 12 and allowed
seven hits in leading Biscayne to a 8-5
triumph. -- -
Biscayne's five-run fourth inning off
freshman righthander Mike Ballou in
his first Collegiate start gave the
Bobcats a comfortable 7-0 lead on five
singles and a Maine error in the inning.
The Bobcats scratched the Bears for --
another fun in the fifth to pad their —
lead to eight.
Maine seht nine men to the plate in
the sixth and pushed across four runs
on four hits and two Bobcat errors.
•Reserve second baseman Tim Layman,
a junior transfer student from park
Ridge, N.J., highlighted the inning by
slicing a two-run double down the right
field line.
The Bears added a lone run in the
seventh with the aid of klink's onlj,
three walks of the game and a wild
pitch to close the scoring at 8-5.
GAME 7
Tuesday March 15, 1983
Miami 14, MAINE 5
Eighteen Miami hits including five
home runs coupled with five Maine
errors eased Miami to a 14-5 rout,
knocking Maine to 0-4 in tournament
play.
Freshman southpaw Bill McInnis,
who said, "I could throw it by people
back in high school" received a brutal
debut in Div.. I baseball when the
Hurricanes teed off for six hits,
including three round trippers in their
six-run third.
Mitch Seoane led off the third with a
double before Doug Shields and
Orlando Artiles followed with back-to-
back homers to left center and to right
fields, respectively. McInnis retired the
next two batters before a double, an
RBI single and two-run homer by Al
Lorenzo finished _the third_ laning,
Hurricane storming to put them up 9-
4.
Brad Colton skied a three-run homer
in the top of the third to give the Bears
a bried 4-3 advantage before Miami's
big inning.
Miami's Javier Velazquez and Frank
Russo hit two consecutive pitches for
homers off lefty reliever John
Kowalski to complete the bit blows for
the Hurricanes.
The six homers by the two teams is a
single game high for a Miami
Hurricane game in 1983.
Freshman shortstop Bill Nutter led
Maine's hitting with two singles and a
double.
GAME 8
Wednesday March 16, 1983
MAINE 8, Southern Illinois 1
Maine chalked its first win of the
season behind the three-hit pitching
performance by South Portland's Bill
Swift in a rain
-shortened, six
-inning
game to defeat Southern Illinois, 8-1.
Maine surrendered a Saluki run in
the first when with two outs, P.J.
Schranz doubled and was plated by
Rich Koch's single.
Black Bear third baseman Bill
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Reynolds evened the game when he hit
a towering blast over the scoreboard in
left to lead off the Maine second.
Maine's winning run came with two
out in the inning when Jeff Paul
reached first on a fielder's choice,
advanced to second when Bill Nutter
walked and scored when designated
hitter Mark Coutts lined a single to
right.
Swift struck out three, walked two
and retired the side in order in four of
the six innings.--_ .
Rick Lashua paced Maine's 10 hits
with three singles and Brad Colton hit
his 15th career home run to tie Maine's
individual career home run record.
GAME 9
Friday March 18, 1983
Florida International 11, MAINE 2
The 17-3 Florida International
--University-Sunblazers knocked -Maine-
-starter Ernie Webster for six rung on
six hits in the bottom of the third to
breeze to an 11-2 thrashing. The
Sunblazers faced three Black Bear
pitchers to outhit the Bears, 13-3.
Brad Colton doubled home Maine's
only two-runs in the top of the third
after Bill Nutter and Kevin Bernier
drew walks off Sunblazer senior righty
Denny Murray. Murray struck out nine
in boosting his record to 5-1.
Tom Vanidestine singled and Bill
Reynolds doubled to round out
• Maine's hitting in the seven-inning
game. The loss drops Maine to 1-6 in
Div. I play.
Jeff Paul, Maine's leading hitter,
trots home once again. (Storey photo)
GAME 10
Friday March 18, 1983
Miami 7, MAINE 5
dowir--the left field line, scoring
Bushway. Right fielder Bill McInnis
scored Lashua when he hit an infield
single off the shortstop's glove. With
one out, Bernier plated Reynolds with
a groundout to second.
In the Miami second, the
Hurricanes jumped on starter Stu
Lacognata when Orlando Artiles
leadoff walk was followed by, Phil
Lane's eighth homer of the season to
draw the Hurricanes within two.
- Miami tied the score in the their. with
the aid of a triple, double and sacrifice
fly, and took the lead in the fourth, 5-
4, with a 'double and a triple.
The Bears evened the game at 5-5
with two out in the seventh when Bill
Nutter singled and Bernier tripled to
right center. The Hurricanes bounced
back in their half of the seventh when
-Maine reliever Mike Ballou walked the
first three batters he faced before pinch
hitter Kevin-Carter delivered a sacrifice
fly to right.
Miami added an insurance run in the
:eighth to make the final, 7-5. Maine
finished the tourney with a record of 1-
5. Miami won the tourney title for the
sixth time in as many years.
During the game, it was formally
announced that Miami will be traveling
to Orono to face Maine for a pair of
double-headers May 5-6, 1984. -_  
GAME 11
Saturday March 19, 1983
Miami-Dade South 7, MAINE 2
In the opener of an exhibition
double-header against the Miami-Dade
Community College South Jaguars,
two Maine hurlers scattered 10 hits as
the Jaguars wounded Maine, 7-2.
The Jaguars' four-run second sent 10
batters to the plate and took advantage
of four free passes, an error and two
singles to provide all the runs necessary
for victory.
Reserve freshmen Rick Bernardo,
from Troy, N.Y., and Mark Coutts
from Auburn, Maine, sparked Maine's
seven hits with two hits apiece.
Left fielder Coutts made the
defensive play of the game when he
snagged a 340-foot would-be homer to
straight-away left. Coutts, who
dropped the ball when he fell to the
ground, held Leon Orlando to a triple.
Orlando did not score.
Dade South, the 1981 National
Junior College Champions, boosted its
'record to 17-14.
LAME 12
Saturday March 19, 1983
---Miami-Dade South 6, MAINE 3
Maine returned to the artificial turf
of Miami's Mark Light Stadium and
bowed to the 23-8 Hurricanes, 7-5, to
finish Maine's tournament play.
Maine picked up an unearned run in
the top of the first when Kevin
Bernier's infield chopper to the first
basemen was bobbled by Hurricane
pitcher Mark Bauer covering the bag.
Bernier was awarded second as the ball
rolled out of play and was sacrificed to
third on Jeff Paul's bunt. Brad Colton
followed with a sacrifice fly to center,
scoring Bernier for a 1-0 Maine
advantage.
Maine built a four-run pad in the
second when Peter Bushway reached
first on an infield hit deep in the
shortstop hole, Rick Lashua walked
and Bill Reynolds drilled an 0-21bitch
The Jaguars sealed their exhibition
double-header sweep of the Bears when
they knocked in four runs on four hits
and a walk off starter John Kowalski
in the sixth to beat Maine, 6-3.
After a 375-foot two-run homer put
Dade on top, 2-0, in the fourth, Maine
took the lead in the top of the sixth
after Mark Coutts hit a leadoff double
to right and Rob Roy walked. Tom
Vanidestine and Fred Staples followed
with consecutive singles to score
Coutts and Roy, respectively. Pinch
hitter Jeff Paul then singled home
Vanidestine to finish the Bear scoring.
Vanidestine had two hits, leading the
Maine hitters who left 10 on base.
GAME 13
Sunday March 20, 1983
MAINE 9, Illinois/Chicago 5
Captain Kevin Bernier clouted a
grand slam in the top of the ninth to
lead the Bears to a 9-5 win over the
University of Illinois at Chicago in the
Florida International University
Tournament.
The 12-game tourney features
Maine, UIC, FIU and Glassboro State
where the teams will play each other
twice.
Pitcher Bin McInnis picked up his
rot collegiate victory, scattering 11
hits, strildirg out five and walking five
in 8 2/3 innings.
Maine lit the board first with four
runs in the second. After Rick Lashua
singled, Mark Coutts walked and Peter
Bushway singled to load the bases with
one out. Bill Nutter then singled to
wite- • 
—Mini: —Swath
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in beating the Glassboro State Profs of
New Jersey, 5-3. --
Freshman righty Mike Ballou went
the distance for the Bears, picking up
his.- first • collegiate win against two
fosses add giving up 10 hits.
The Profs took a 2-0 lead with two
runs in the top of the second before the
Bears tied it in the bottom of the
inning. With the sacks full, Maine's
Bill Nutter walked to score Tom
Vanidestine, who reached base on an
infield err6r, and Mark Coutts scored
Freshman Billy McInnis: he helped the Black Bears everywhere.
Bushway on their and designated hitter
Dick Whitten on first after a fielder's
choice, the two took part in a double
steal to score Maine's third run.
Second baseman Jeff Paul followed
with an RBI single to center to put
Maine up, 4-0.
The Flames put together three hits in
each of the fourth and sixth innings
to score one and two runs,
respectatively, and scored two runs in
the ninth with two out before Kevin
Jordan relieved McInnis to preserve a
9-5 Maine win.
Paul had three hits and Lashua had
two to pace Maine's 10 hits.
GAME 14
Sunday March 20, 1983
Miami 7, MAINE 3
The Miami Hurricanes continued
their dominance over Maine by
defeating the Black Bears for the 15th
time in as many meetings since 1976.
This time, the score: Miami 7, Maine 3.
Maine 3.
The Bears opened the first with two
runs when . Kevin Bernier hit an
opposite field two-run homer off the
scoreboard after Jeff Paul beat out an
infield single. It Was Berniees second
dihger in as-tnany- plate appearances 01—
the day as he banged a grand slam in
his last at bat against UIC.
Miami jumped on starter Bill Swift
in the bottom of the first when Bill
Wrona walked, stole second and
scored when Mitch Seoane's single to
left was bobbled by Maine left fielder
Mark Coutts. With two out, Seoane
stole second and scored on Phil Lane's
single to center.
Miami added single runs- in the
second, third and eighth innings and
two in the fifth to coast to victory.
Tom Vanidestine and Paul had two
hits apiece for Maine.
GAME 15
Monday March 21, 1983
MAINE 5, Glassboro State 3
Maine upped its record to 2-0 in
FIU tourney play and 3-8 overall in
1983 as it scored five runs on five hits
1.
on a wild pitch.
Maine scored three in the seventh to
ice the win when Nutter drew a leadoff
walk and moved to second when Kevin
Bernier legged out a bunt for a base
hit. Jeff Paul delivered Nutter home
with a double before Brad Colton
cracked the first pitch for a two-run
single, giving Maine a 5-2 edge.
Joe Genovese began the Prof eighth
with a solo homer making the final, 5-
3.
Bernier's two hits hed Maine's five-
hit win.
Senior Tom Vanidestine takes a
massive cut and sends the ball sailing
into the outfield. (Storey photo)
(Continued on page 14)
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Bernier pitched two innings apiece in
the seven
-inning game on Miami's
home turf to succumb, 6-1.
Maine's lone run came in the first
when with one out, Jeff Paul laced an
opposite-field double to the left field
Corner. After Brad Colton reached first
_ 14
• - •
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GAME 16
Tuesday March 22, 1983
MAINE 8, Illinois/Chicago 1
Twelve hits bounced off Black Bear
bats to back Stu Lacognata's eight-hit
pitching performance as - -Maine
shellacked the University of Illinois at
Chicago for the second time in as many
duels in the FIU tourney, 8-1.
After Kevin Bernier singled in the
first, Jeff Paul ripped a double off the
left-center field wall 375 feet away.
Brad Colton then drilled a 3-0 pitch for
a two-run double. Bill McInnis put
the Bears on top, 3-0, when he hit his
first of four singles of the day, scoring
Colton.
Maine added a run in the sixth when
McInnis plated Colton who was
aboard after his second double of the
day to make the score 4-1. Bear bats
erupted for four runs in the eighth on
four singles and two walks to conclude
Maine's 8-1 triumph.
GAME 17
Tuesday March 22, 1983
Miami 6, MAINE 1
Faced with three pitchers nursing
sore arms, Maine coach John Winkin
was forced to give the nod to three
players with limited mound experience
to fend off the Div. I champion Miami
Hurricanes.
Catcher Peter Bushway, outfielder
Jim Davins and first baseman Kevin
Maine Campus. Tuesda A
on an error moving Paul to third, Tom
Vanidestine doubled home Paul with a
shot off the right field wall.
Miami got all they needed for victory
in the second when Bushway walked
three to lead the bases before senior
shortstop Bill Wrona whacked his first
career grand slam to left. Wrona will
join Maine pitcher Bill Swift on the
U.S. All-Star team this summer.
Paul had two hits to pace Maine's
eight hits.
GAME 18
Wednesday March 23, 1983
Florida International 8, MAINE 5
Two Black Bear errors in the bottom
of the seventh allowed the Florida
International Sunblazers to score four
unearned runs on one hit to remain the
only undefeated team in tourney play,
clipping the Bears, 8-5.
Brad Colton drove a 3-1 pitch 400
feet to left center for a two-out, two-
run homer to give Maine a 2-0 in the
third.
The Sunblazers hit a solo homer in
the fourth, a two-run dinger in the fifth
and added an unearned run in the sixth
to take a 4-2 advantage.
The Bears cut the F1U lead in half in
the seventh when pinch hitter Dick
Whitten dragged a bunt for a single
and moved to second on a passed ball.
Pinch hitter Fred Staples followed with
Rick Lashua, Maine's center fielder, connects on a p
of Miami against the Hurricanes. (Storey photo)
a single to right, putting Whitten on
third. Kevin Bernier scored Whitten
with a sacrifice fly to left.
Maine scored two in the eighth to
fall short, 8-5. -
Bernier had two hits as Maine out hit
FIU, 10-6.
ORONO HOUSE
- OF PIZZA
University Mall, Stillwater Ave. Orono
827-5421
$1 off any large pizza
with this coupon
We deliver
41141.111,11411
Pizza Pasta Grinders
Spaghetti Wine Beer Soda
„
ri15, 1983
Jeff Paul congratulates Kevin Bernier as the two acetilitib for rues
against Miami.
GAME 19
Thursday March 24, 1983
Maine 7, Florida International 5
Maine pitcher Bill Swift fired a
seven-hitter and struck out 10 as the
Bears rapped three Florida
International pitchers for 15 hits
enroute to an 8-5 win. The Bear win
ties the Sunblazer in tourney play thus
far, each with 4-1 records. In the
Bear first. Jeff Paul doubled off the
itch at the University
chalk in left before Brad Colton
walked. With two out, designated
hitter Bill McInnis looped a single to
left scoring Paul and Rick Lashua
singled home Colton to put Maine up
2-0.
The Sunblazers bounced back in
their half of the inning with an
unearned run.
McInnis opened ,the sixth with a
single and Lashua followed with a
chopper the Sunblazer third baseman
couldn't handle. An errant pickoff
throw to second allowed McInnis and
Lashua to advande before Bill
Reynolds lined a two-run single to right _
center, making it Maine 4, FIU I.
FIU sandwiched a single between
two Swift walks to load the bases
before Sunblazer designated hitter
Orlando Lob o hit his second grand
slam of the week to give the Sunblazers
a 5-4 lead.
Maine rallied with two out in the
eighth when pinch hitter Peter
Bushway singled and Rob Roy pulled a
pinch double to right. Kevin Bernier
punched a 0-1 pitch by the Sunblazer
third baseman to plate Bushway and
Roy to recapture the lead, 6-5.
The Bears added an insurance run in
the ninth when Colton stole home with
two out to give Maine a 7-5 win.
Bernier, Paul, Colton, Tom
Vanidestine and McInnis each had a
pair of hits.
GAME 20
Friday March 25, 1983
Glassboro State 2, Maine 1 (12 innings) —
Mark Thomas looped relieved Kevin
Jordan's 0-2 pitch to right field with
the bases loaded and one out in the
bottom of the 12th inning to spark the
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..'the Bears came alive and won 5 of last 8
Glassboro State Profs (1-4 in tourney
play) over Maine, 2-1.
The Bears ripped 11 hits and left 17
runners stranded, four innings with the
bases full, to finish second in
tournament play with a 4-2 record
behind host Florida International.
The Bear's lone run came in the
seventh when Bill Nutter singled but
was forced at second on Kevin
Bernier's infield grounder. After
Bernier stole second, Jeff Paul's two-
out single scored the Maine captain for
a Maine 1-0 lead.
The Profs wasted no time in their
half of the seventh with two walks and
a single to load the bases. Maine's
Mike Ballou, who pitched 11 1/3
Off the base path...
By Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
Many things happened on the
southern trip which never show
tip in the box scores.
--Maine's first opponent was
Palm Beach Junior College,
known more affectionately to
area residents as Peanut Butter
and Jelly College.
--Most spectators don't realize
there is a major difference in
baseballs. The pitchers felt the
difference, however; as they
threw Rawlings balls part of the
time, when they preferred
throwitig Diamonds. Diamonds
have larger seams, which cause
more movement in the pitches.
--At the University of Miami,
the players lived in a dorm--with
a number of international
students. Not only did the players
wonder what language the other
students were speaking, but they
wondered which country they
were from as well.
--Again this year, Lawrence
"Mac" Macomber made the trip
with the Black Bears. "Maine's
greatest sports fan," as he has
been so aptly dubbed, has only
missed few Maine baseball games
in the last couple of years and he
didn't miss many football games
ieither. His reason for his diligent
following? Sheer interest in the
success of the teams. They're his
hobby.
--Behind the plate, some
umpires just didn't have any
luck. Ask the ump who split his
pants on the second pitch of the
game and didn't have a spare pair
with him. He had to finish the
game with a lot of white showing
in the rear.
--Another ump also didn't
have much luck, this one in math.
Jeff Paul was at bat and the
ump lost track of the count,
which was 3-2. He thought it was
2-2 and consequently, Paul
finally ended up walking--on five
balls rather than four.
--Finally, the Graduate "M"
club and other interested alumni
sponsored an event for players as
well as spectators on the Friday
after the Miami tournament. This
cookout was well-attended by
many alumni as well as
undergraduates. The menu--
potato salad, fried chicken
(cooked by the very able hands of
Maine's own Al Hackett et al)
and, of course, lobster rolls.
Whether the lobster was "fresh
Maine" is unknown.
• 
SPECIAL
KEN JUNKINS
35 Years Experience
FRONT END
SPECIALIST
Ken has worked. on every kind of
front end made, Ford Twin I-Beam his
specialty.
EDWARDS TIRE FRONT END
SPECIALS
Front End Alignment
Ford Twin I Beam req 
16.88
2,9cs25.00
All work done with the latest
electronic laser beam F M. C. machines
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
EDWARDS TIRE CO.
541 WILSON ST., BREWER
989-2777 or 1-800-432-7939
innings of five-hit ball while striking
out nine, then walked home
Glassboro's tying run. —
Brad Colton had three singles and
Bernier and Ed Hackett had two hits
apiece for Maine.
_ Catcher Ed Hackett looks to third
base coach Bob Whalen for the sign.
• GAME 21
Friday March 25, 1983
Maine 5, Florida International 3
Maine drew six walks off three
Florida International pitchers in the
first two innings to score four times on
three hits beating the Sunblazers, 5-3.
Dick Whitten, Jeff Paul and Kevin
Bernier led off the two-run Maine first
with walks to load the bases. Whitten
scored when Brad Colton grounded in
to a double play, sending Paul to third  
who later scored on a wild pitch.
. In the Maine second, Bill Reynolds
and Peter Bushway led off with walks
before Bill Nutter advanced them with
a sacrifice bunt. Paul then delivered a
two-out, two-RBI single to center
giving Maine a four-run margin. ,
The Bears added a run in the fourth
while FIU scored single runs in each of
the sixth, seventh and eighth innings.
Pitcher Bill McInnis earned his
second win against one loss while
Paul and Bernier had two hits each.
GAME 22
Saturday March 26, 1983
MAINE 8, St. Francis 4
Maine erupted for four first-inning
runs on six hits to begin a 15-hitting
display, crushing the St. Francis
College Terriers from Brooklyn, N.Y.,
8-4. -
Tom Vanidestine rapped a two-run
double and Rick Lashua and Ed
Hackett added run-scoring singles as -
the Bears sent nine men to the plate in
the first.
Designated hitter Rill McInnis
clouted an RBI-double in the fifth
while RBI-singles from Jeff Paul in the
sixth and eighth and Rick Lashua in
the seventh paced Maine's finale.
Stu Lacognata went seven innings to
pick up his second win against one loss
before getting relief from John
Kowalski. Kevin Bernier and Paul had
three hits apiece while Vanidestine,
McInnis and Lashua had two apiece.
-
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Wes Jordan:
By Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
Injuries. They can kill a team. They
can make a team with hopes for the
playoffs fade into obscurity as the
end of the season approaches.
For this, as well as many other
reasons, the athletic ,--traMing
profession has become. popular.
And at Maine, the sports teams are
fortunate to have a trainer whose
knowledge and ability ranks "in the
top 10 percent of the country", said
Carl Nelson, head athletic trainer at
Colby College.
Wes Jordan started training when
he transferred to the University of
Maine in 1960. He needed a part-
time job and his football coach,
Harold Westerman, told him there
was one open in the training room.
Before this time, Jordan had no
background in athletic training. He
knew about athletic trainers only
from being an athlete. But Jordan
feels he found his niche. "I
wouldn't trade what I'm doing now
for anyone's job," he says.
Jordan has become an integral
part of many sports teams at UMO,
especially the baseball team. Coach
John Winkin ___ said --Jordan is
"invaluable" to him and his
program.
"He knows how to take away mid'
relieve some of the burdens I don't
like to deal with," Winkin said. On
away trips, Jordan takes care of the
business aspect, from arranging
hotel rooms on arrival to handling
meal money for the players. "He
anticipates my concerns," Winkin
adds. "He knows what I like and I
don't like and he saves me a heck of
a lot of worries. It's nice that he's
willing to take over."
Winkin showed his appreciation
to Jordan earlier this spring when he
nominated him as the trainer for the
United States Collegiate All-Star
team, for its three series with Korea
in St. Louis, Mo., with Japan in
Tokyo, and for the Intercontinental
Cup Games in Antwerp, Belgium.
"His (Jordan's) nomination was
well-received by the U.S. Baseball
Federation because of his
experience," Winkin said. The
•
-
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One of Maine's most important men
doesn't wear a uniform
nomination became official in early
March.
Jordan's experiences in the
training profession are many. As a
certified member of the National
Athletic Trainer's Association, he
was chosen in 1971 as a trainer for
0— Pan American Games. His
p me responsibility was the USA
soccer team which trained at the
directed another meeting, this one
of the NATA. As director of the
district in which the annual meeting
was held, he was the host trainer.
Perhaps Jordan's greatest honor
came in 1980 when he was selected
by the Lake Placid Olympic
Organizing Committee to work at
the 1980 Winter Olympics. He was
part of the athletic therapy staff
Wes Jordan
University of Miami for 17 days
-them traveled to South America for
two weeks for the games. He then
stayed with the team as they traveled
to El Salvador and Barbados for the
Olympic qualification rounds. The
team failed toinalify, however.
Jordan became a member of
the Board of Directors for the
National Athletic Trainer's
Association in 1974. The board is
responsible for decision-making and
setting rules which govern the
association.
Jordan has served on many
boards and committees dealing with
athletic training. In 1972, Jordan
was named program chairman of the
the Eastern Athletic Training
Association through which he was
responsible for setting up and
running the eastern district's annual
meeting. Then in 1976, Jordan
ATTRACTIVE SETTING
Best of luck Black Bears in 1983!
midst the tall pines sits this outstanding 4 bedroom split-entry home
with several nice features. Quality kitchen cabinets, formal dining room
with sliding patio door to deck, 2 fireplaces, family room, 2 baths, one with
double lavatory, bow window in living room, 2 car garage, large 1 acre lot
with natural lawn, fruit trees, plus strawberry bed and rasberry patch.
Asking $82,000.00.
Eves/wknds: Beverly Antonitis 866-2576, Helen Buzzell 827-3433, John
DeGaribody 827-3619, Rose French 1-943-2688, Paula Page 827-5479, Lois
Soule 366-4060.
BRADFORD
Orono 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
out of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664
provided by the host coUntry.
Duties included working with
athletes from any country,
especially with those who did not
bring their own athletic trainers
with them.
Jordan said the Olympics were a
learning experience for all
involved. "More than learning
from each other, we learned about
each -other and each other's
customs," Jordan said. "For
example, I was paired off with a
trainer from Czechoslovakia_ and
they had no athletic tape... they
used electrical tape (for sprained
ankles and the like). I gave him a
case of athletic tape and he couldn't
thank me enough."
Nelson, who has been a colleague
of Jordan's for nearly 20 years, says
Jordan has received these honors
because he is highly respected.
"He's as well respected nationally
as he is locally," Nelson said. "All
of us in the athletic training
profession have real respect for his
insight and understanding on the
subject.
As far as Jordan's assessment and
treatment of athletic injury go, he is
also highly respected. Winkin said,
"Obviously he has a number of
years experience as a trainer and he 
 
understands baseball injuries. From
the coaching standpoint, it's
important -to-- have someone—di--
realize, in baseball terms, how his
judgment effects what we do in
baseball. Take, for example,
pitching. He understands. :the
pitching rotation, how we work-the
pitchers, and what to do if a
pitcher's hurt. This knowledge is
invaluable. I'll always follow his
advice on any injury, I always
believe in him."
Nelson said this ability to assess
the situation stems from Jordan's
involvement with the athlete. "He
is involved with the personal as well
as the professional aspect of athletic
training. Both of us feel this is very
important. He has the professional
expertise, to evaluate those less
serious injuries from the more
serious one. And he never lets an.
athlete compete with the potential
for permanent damage. We all like
to keep people playing, but not at a
risk of being injurious to an athlete."
Faith-in Jordan's ethical ability ,
was expounded last year as he was
named to the ethics committee of
the NATA.
People outside of the athletic
training profession also rely upon
Jordan heavily, especially when it
comes to hiring qualified athletic
training personnel. A number of
professional teams contact Jordan
when they are looking for qualified
trainers, and two of his immediate
understudies are now working with
professional organizations. Dick
Young is with the Washington
Capitals and Mark Letendre is the
assistant trainer for the New York
Yankees major league club.
"I've traveled a lot, which has
been hard on my wife," Jordan
said. He said his wife Dian has,
"in some cases has had to be both a
mother and a father"  for the
couple's three children. "It takes a
very special person to be married to
an athletic trainer because of the
number of hours he spends at his
job—it's not an 8-5 job."
And it's not hard to see why it
takes a special person to be an
athletic trainer either.
Applications for Editor and
Business Manager of the
Maine Campus will be accepted
until Apri115. Applications may
be picked up at 107 Lord Hall.
Interviews will be held April 18
These are salaried positions
, • _
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor. Letters shouldbe 300 words or less and include a name and telephone number.Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but names will be
withheld from publication only under special circumstances TheMaine Campus reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste andlibel.
Channel your gripes
To the Editor:
I am concerned with the
nrber of letters appearing in
-7—this paper that criticize the
actions of specific individuals
on campus. What concerns me
is not the criticism per se, but
the fact that most of these
letters give no indication that
the writers went through the
proper channels before writing
to the Campus. It is morally
inexcusable and in just plain
bad taste to condemn a person
before an entire community
• unless the following steps have
been taken:
I. Confronting the individual
involved. In many cases, the
person will be able to offer a
reasonable explanation or will
be sufficiently apologetic, as
to make further criticism
unnecessary.
2. Appealing at the next level
if a satisfactory explanation or
apology is not received. If, for
example, the problem is with a
university employee (as was
the case with the Bear's Den
manager in a letter before
break) that individuals
supervisor should be
contacted. (This should hold
true, likewise, for complaints
against facilities and
departments—appeal first to
those responsible.)
If satisfaction is still not
received, the Campus is
certainly an appropriate
vehicle for alerting tile
community to such problems.,
But in writing such a letter, the
utmost care should be taken
that we have considered the
other person's point of view
and that we have a genuine
gripe which is truly of concern
to those'who will be reading
the paper. It is far too easy to
irresponsibly vent our
frustration publicly and cause
unnecessary tension ' and
personal embarrassment.
At the college where I
resided prior to coming here,
the student paper had a policy
whereby the writer of a letter
critical of a specific individual
was contacted prior to printing
the letter to ascertain if he or
she had attempted to deal with
the problem directly (as stated
in I and 2 above). Only if the
writer could answer
affirmatively was his or her
letter printed. This policy
helped foster open
communication and
eliminated a great deal of
hostility and pettiness:
Caren Buf fum
Gannett Hall
^
A hearty Mcthank you to APO
To the Editor:
As president of the board of
the Ronald McDonald House
or "Our House in Maine
Inc.," I would like to extend
my thanks to the Alpha Phi
Omega fraternity for their
cleanup project on the house
which we will renovate and
make the Ronald McDonald
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House in Maine. They spent a
considerable amount of time
on a Saturday morning in
cleaning up and removing all
the trash in the house which
was a tremendous help to us.
This is the kind of cooperatiOn
and effort which can mean so
much in our ability to renovate
and maintain a "Home Away
From Home" for the parents
-
of children who are very sick.
We appreciate this very much
and thank the Alpha Phi
Omega fraternity for their
help.
Demetrius G. Traggis, M.D.
President, "Our House in
Maine, Inc."
by Berke Breathed
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Commentary
I
n response to the article on proposed new
Residential Life policies, can it be that in the
face of fewer students choosing to live in the
dorms, our so-called capable administrators are
blind to the causes of this problem and are
Stumbling about, looking for some way to increase
revenues from dorm residency?
Instead of dealing with the real problem of
student flight from the dorms, Residential Life
prefers to see the situation in purely monetary
terms and has considered proposals, such as
increased costs for voluntary singles and a room
contract which can't be terminated without
forfeiting an entire semester's room and board
_oasts. I should think that Residential Life should
instead look into why students are leaving in the
first place. What seems like plainly obvious
reasons to me must also be plainly obvious to
them.
The most serious reason why more students are
choosing to live off-campus is the ,eyer more
restrictive and repressive housing policy which
Residential Life- adheres to. Once out of high
school, a student looks forward to going, to college
and being on his own. But if he chooses to live in a
dorm, he comes under the authority of his
Guardian angels
self-appointed guardian, Residential Life, and
forced to adhere to rules the majority of which are
more strict than those he lived under at home.
He cannot have keg parties with friends, nor
can he drink where he wants. He cannot play his
music at a very loud volume, he is restricted from
hall sports, and he cannot smoke marijuana if he
so chooses. I f he engages in these pastimes, he is
subjected to the discipline of RAs and RDs, who
have had their duties modified over the years from
those of counselor/adviser and manager.
respectively, to that of a university enforcement
body, second only to the campus police force.
If living off-campus. however, he can do these
activities, not subject to the discipline of an RA or
RD. If any of his activities are illegal, he is subject
to police authority and he is subject to the
complaints of his neighbors, but that is the way
things are in the real world.
Residential Life may claim they need these
strict policies to maintain order in the dorms. Ifeel this is not true. How many times have. youheard of students who have on many occasionsdestroyed property etc.. who remain st,udentshere and continue to live in the dorm. It is this
minority of habitual offenders that shOuld be dealt.
Bob Wiggin
with most strictly, and minor problems such as
noise or marijuana smoking should not be worried
about, as long as they do not become destructive.
A person offended by excessive noise should deal
with the problem himself as he won't have an RA
of RD to do it for him once he has graduated.
Another major problem is the continued rise of
room and board costs, while the decline in the
enjoyment of dorm life and the dorms continue.
Many dorms are in terrible-shape, and not worth
the cost of living in them. Consequently,
Residential Life's proposed policy which includes
cost increases, would seem only to worsen the
existing situation.
A good step toward attracting more students to
stay in the dorms would then include maintenance
of quality housing at a low cost, while lessening
the restrictive policy governing that housing; and
allowing the, residents more responsibility in
living in these buildings.
Bob Wiggin is a senior political science major
from Fryeburg, Maine.
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Black Bear 9 lose game, Vanidestine at URI
bounce back to sweep pair from Dlass
By NancyL\Storey
Staff Writer
 
 was agony-and—testacy—for the
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Maine baseball team this weekend as
the Black Bears lost to the University
of Rhode Island, 2-1, in a game which
s46;‘, right fielder Tom Vanidegine
break his left thumb-, then came bark
on Saturday to sweep a double header
from the ljniversity of Massachusetts
Minutemen, 5-0 and 5-4.
The Bears are now 9-12 on the
season.
Maine did not receive a very warm
reception Friday when they went to
Rhode Island. Not only was the
temperature a mean 39 degrees, but
the wind Was gusting up to 40 niph,
also.
Coach John Winkin said the game
never should have been played, but
considering the circumstances, fresh-
man Mike Ballou pitched an excellent
game. Winkin said the weather was
an incredibly bad thing for any
pitcher to have to try to get through,
and he did well. He showed he
certainly has a lot of poise."
Winkin said there was only one
decent ball hit off Ballou the whole
game. The 6-foot-3 right-hander from
South Royalton', Vt., went the full
seven innings for Maine and gave up
six hits while walking two and striking
out five.
The Black Bears took a 1-0 lead in
the top of the second when third
baseman Bill Reynolds walked and was
tripled in by catcher Peter Bushway.
Neither team scored again until the
bottom of the sixth when the Rams got
two singles to score two runs and take
a 2-1 lead. The second game was
canceled because of the weather.
The bad news for the Bears came in
the third inning, when Vanidestine
broke his thumb while sliding into
second, attempting to steal. Trainer
Wes Jordan said it was so cold,
Vanidestine didn't even know he had
broken his thumb until he took his
running glove off and it was crooked.
The break occurred in the tip of the
thumb and, depending on how quickly
it heals, Vanidestine is expected to be
out four to six weeks.
Winkin is tentative as to how he will
fill the hole in right, but he will
probably take freshman Bill McInnis
out of the starting pitching rotation to
play right, depending upon the
1.1
Freshman third baseman Bill Reynolds drilled a two-run hooter to help
secure a victory against UMass Saturday. (Storey photo)
condition of sophomore pitcher Ernie
Webster's arm. Webster hurt his
shoulder during a game in Florida and
his condition is still questionable.
The Bears received a much better
reception Saturday at UMass. Winkin
said the weather was beautiful and "it
was a real nice day to play."
v
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulation requires that you verify your
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been arrangedfor your convenience during the week of April 4 through April 8
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registrar's Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Community College
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
 Registrar's Office. BCC 
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The first game of the double header
saw junior right hander Bill Swift hurl
his way to three-hitter en route to his
first shut out of the season. He finished
the game with six strike outs and just
two walks. The ,only tjme the
Mingtemen seriously threatened (in
the sixth), the Maine_defen-tP quelled
all hopes with a double play.
The Bears scored first in the second
when catcher Ed Hackett beat out an
infield single and was doubled home by
shortstop Bill Nutter. Designated
hitter Mark Coutts, made it 2-0 in the
third wtien he knocked in left fielder
Brad Colton on a sacrifice fly. Colton
walked, stole second and advanced to
third on a sacrifice bunt.
The Bears added an unearned run in
the sixth before Reynolds hit a two-run
homer with Colton on base in the
seventh, accounting for the 5-0 final.
Winkin said Swift responded very
well, especially since there r were
"25-30 scouts sitting behind home
plate with guns on him." Swift upped
"his record to 3-2 with the victory.
^
Winkin was alio on. pressed-wiilt the' —*—
freshmen, who drove in all the runs, in
the first game. "The freshmen have to -
come through if we're going to go.
anywhere," he said.
In the second game of the afternoon.
Jeff Paul knocked in two Luns and the
Bears scored another before UMass got
one off starter Stu Lacognata in the
fourth. The Minutemen tied the game
in the fifth when senior Chris
Waszczuk knocked a two-run homer.
Maine took the lead again in the
seventh when DH Dick Whitten drove
in pinch hitter Fred Staples, but
_UMass tied the game again in the
'-"bottom of the seventh, sending it into
extra innings.
Colton became the hero of the game
in the eighth, as, with one swing he set
three records and gave Maine the final
victory. Colton's swing was a
three-run homer, plating first base-
man Kevin Bernier and Paul. The
homer gave Colton Maine's career
home run record, now 17, the career
RBI record at 106, and the career runs
record of 101.
Maine travels to Rhode Island again
this weekend for a five-game
tournament at Providence College
where they will look to become a better
than .500 club for the first time this
season.
44•••
Reminder::Pictures
From The Past
will be set up in the
Memorial Union only this
week from 10-4, pictures
are produced while you
wait.
Price is only $4.95
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All pitching, no hitting in two softball losses
114L-.7.
Sheri De" pitched a sparkling two
-hitter in a losing effort Friday. (Ferazziphoto)
By Paul Cook
Staff Writer
The UMO women's softball team
opened its season with a doubleheader
loss at the University of Connecticut on
Friday, despite strong performances in
both games from pitchers Claire Betze
and Sherri Denis.
DUBAY AUTO Alm
PARTS INAPAI
Mill St. Downtown
Orono 866-5523
Come see us for
all your car
care needs
NINA
FREE
Walk inlo Vas BastriAPobbvis store re
Apnl and enter our 31 Flavors brae grveaway
001J coukl we a tree 26 inch men s 10 speed
customized tor Baskro-Robbms by Huffy
There's no purchase recast:WV And you WA
have to be present to war Enter otter, Vou could
p,uppp up a tree tyke
ELLSKIR-ROBBINS
ICE CREW STORE
Drawing on the 30th.
the first game, a 2-0 Black Bear
loss,sBetze gave up only five hits and
one earned run while striking out two
and walking one. She received little
offensive support however, as U-
Conn's Cheryl Anderson limited the
Bears to just two hits.
Both of UConn's runs came in the
first inning. Singles by Mary Schneid-
er, Vi Lovello and Tammy Zurkowski,
sandwiched around a walk and an
error by UMO third baseman Page
Hersey, gave the Huskies all the
- cushion they would need.
UMO coach Janet Anderson said,
"In the first inning, we had a few
jitters. But once the freshmen settled
down, we played well. Betze only
threw 57 pitches which is just excellent
for a softball game."
In game two, the Bears did manage
a run but it was not enough as UConn
got two and edged UMO 2-1.
Again, UConn drew first blood as
they scored in the first inning.
Schneider walked and went to second
on a wild pitch by UMO's Denis before
Carol Martin walked. UConn then
executed a,perfect double steal which
sent Schneider home, with the first.
Huskie run.
UMO loaded the bases in the top of
the fourth with only one out but failed
to score.
UConn pitcher Mary Linhares
followed in the bottom of the inning
with a home run to give her team a 2-0
-lead.
Maine managed its only run of the
day in the seventh inning when
Cheryle Kimball walked and Kara
Burns doubled her home.
(See Huskies page 20)
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPEc THIS SUMMER.
A
If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-
Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
ARMY ROM
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
CALL: 581-11 25
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Huskies foil softball ope
Third baseman Page Hersey lays down a successful bunt. (Ferazzi photo)
ALASKA 
NEWFOUNDLAND and
LABRADOR
WOLCOTT, VT
We are offering 3 summer field courses for credits
thi,s( June in the above locations. For further
information on these as well as our fall semester in
residence come to The south Bangor Lounge,
Wednesday, April 6th between 7 and 9 p.m. or call or
write: The Center For Northern Studies
Wolcott, Vt. 05680 Phone:802-888-4331
Make it with us and
the sky's the limit.
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Looking for a chance to move in the fast lane? cc
• Then check out Marine Corps Aviation. The training hc
is superb. The challenges are unique. Your ticket to
fly is your college diploma and your drive to succeed. wl
If yoLeve got what it takes, you could be at the lis
Call your Selection Officer collect at
Wells Conunons from 10 AM to
Maine Campus. Tuesday, April 5, 1983
Ftball openers 2-0,2-
nt. (Ferazzi photo)
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(Cont. from page 19)
Denis was the bright spot for Maine
as she gave tip only two hits While
striking out one Huskie batter.
She said, "I wasn't happy with my
pitching at the beginning, but at the
end I was. I think we missed on a few
chances to score, but all we need is a
little more concentration."
Anderson said, This was our first
time outside this season and I feel we
did well. March break set us back a
little with our hitting, but we are
spending the majority of our time this
week on batting to get us back where
we were.—
The Bears, now 0-2 will face Eastern
Connecticut for two games, on Friday
before following with a single game
againsf Hartford on Saturday and a
doubleheader at Harvard on Sunday.
_
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Coach Janet Anderson offers
support and advice to her team.
(Ferazzi photo)
Pepsi Free 1.19
2 liter & tax dep.
Coke Tab 2/99e
1 liter & tax dep.
controls of anything from a Cobra to-a Harrier to the
hottest thing flying, the F-18 Hornet.
Seeyour Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits your campus or call him, at the number
listed below, today.
ji you can be 
onell; usw —71-1 
fevi.The proud The 
Marines.
I sow.d..4117
Officer collect at (603) 668-0830 or see him at
from 10 AM to 2PM on April 7th and 8th.
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